Since I have been Director (2015-16)....

- 2017 IEEE-HKN President
  - 2018 Past President
- 2016-2018, IEEE New Initiative Committee Chair
- 2016-17, IEEE Strategic Ad Hoc Committees
- 2016-17, IEEE Public Visibility Committee
- Nov 2017: Vice-Provost of Undergraduate Education at Drexel University
Tomorrow’s Process for Determining our 2019 D-E Slate of Candidates

- Determine the number of candidates we will put forth on our slate of candidates (2 or 3)
- Brief intro of candidates recommended by nominating committee
- Consider any floor nominations
- Candidate presentations
  - 5 minute candidate presentation
  - 5 minute Q & A
Emilio M. Salgueiro, Philadelphia Section
Candidates can be nominated from the floor, but must receive a majority of region committee votes to be put on the ballot along with the other candidates already brought forth by the nominating committee. Here is how:

- Nomination from floor
- Second of nomination
- Confidential discussion & vote
  - Voting only to make them a candidate who will be voted on in the next phase.
  - A positive vote for a floor nominated candidate modifies the slate of candidates presented by the nominating committee.